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Alma Mater, Alma Mater 
Grateful voices raise 
A song of tribute and devotion 
Thy honored name we praise. 
Light of knowledge, 
Store of wisdom, 
Love of truth abide in thee 
Quest for beauty, 
Search for freedom, 
Thine eternally 
Oh, Alma Mater, Alma Mater 
We humbly bow to thee! 
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o irectors elected 
ch:ool opened w1 three 
A. Bowen, English.; and 
~ .... ------ nt. !t\s stipulated in the establish-
ucted a preparatory school for chil-
d· g areas. At the end of the first year, 
_ m Mark Haymes, president of the board of 
unds totaling $4,751.25 had been received, 
uding $2,50 rom the state, that 25 students were enrolled in the 
al chool, and that 222 were in the preparatory school. 
The Normal School remained in operation until 1930 when it became 
Jacksonville State Teachers College, reflecting an increasing higher 
education role for the institution. Five years later, the college earned 
negional accreditation from the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools. In 1957, the name again changed to Jacksonville State 
College when the first graduate program -- the master's degree in ele-
mentary education -- was created. On August 2, 1966, the State Board 
of Education was authorized to elevate the college to university sta-
tus. On August 17, 1967, the legislature established an independent 
board of trustees for the university and divested jurisdiction from 
the State Board of Education. 







Jacksonville State University Go! Leaders sing, 
dance, and perform skits for incoming freshmen 
and their parents in Leone Cole Auditorium during 
Orientation Week. 
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JSU celebrates the annt1al U11ited Natio11s Day Tea., ,~rl1ere the 
I11ter11atio11al House reside11ts are introduced to area reside11ts a11d 
fact1lty. Colo1ful 11ational clotl1i11gs., songs., a11d dances are prese11ted 
by 111a11y of tl1e students. 


Participantg: ( from left): 
. Alexandria Flanigan. 
Lydia Pagg, 2nd Runner Up. 
Madelynn Barker, Migg J9U 20{6. 
Malin Barber, {gt Runner Up. 
Madigon Pair. 
Amber Edgeworth. 

5l Look Into .Jvl.ade{ynn 13arker, 
tlie New Miss JSV 
Barker's platform is G.I.R.L.S (Growing, Ini- received the JSU Leadership Scholarship, the 
tiating and Realizing Lessons in Self-respect), Nancy Julian Scholarship and the Cody Wat-
which allows her to travel to area middle and son Scholarship. She hopes to become a school 
high schools and talk to preteen and teen girls counselor after graduating. 
about respecting themselves and their bodies 
and how to handle peer pressure. With her crowning, Barker joins a long line of 
women who have graced the Miss Alabama 
"My favorite part about pageants is the service stage under the title Miss JSU. Seven former 
aspect," said Barker. "I love the fact that this Miss JSUs have won the Miss Alabama title: Ceil 
allows me to give back to others. My platform Jenkins Snow, 1971; Jane Rice Holloway, 1973; 
is very special to me and allows me to pass on Julie Houston Elmer, 1977; Teresa Cheatham 
wisdom that I have learned over the years. I love Strickland, 1978; Tammy Little Haynes, 1984; 
these young ladies like family and enjoy spend- Heather Whitestone McCallum, 1994; and Ja-
ing time with them." mie Langley, 2007. Teresa Cheatham Strickland 
was the first-runner-up in the 1979 Miss Amer-
Barker is a 2015 graduate of Weaver High ica pageant and, in 1995, Heather Whitestone 
School in Weaver, Ala. She is the daughter of McCallum became the first hearing in1paired 
Jason and Leann Barker and has a 13-year-old woman to be crowned Miss America. 
sister, Caroline. In her spare time she enjoys 
baking and dancing and has studied dance at Congratulations again to Madelynn Barker! We 
Sheila Lindley's World of Performing Arts for at Jacksonville State University know that you 
15 years. For the talent portion of the Miss JSU will represent our university with grace, beauty 
pageant, Barker performed a contemporary bal- and poise both on and off the stage over the next 
let routine to Kari Jobe's song "Forever." She year. 
is a member of Freshman Forum at JSU and 
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The presses are still hot and the airwaves are a-buzzing on the campus of Jacksonville State 
University, where student run media is celebrating a combined 120 years of production this year. 
The campus newspaper, "The Chanticleer," celebrated its 80th anniversary in March and the 
radio station, WLJS, 92-J FM, is celebrating its 40th this September. 
With such long and illustrious legacies, JSU 's communication department has seen more than 
a few greats walk its halls. Radio stars Rick Burgess and Bill Bussey - better known as "Rick & 
Bubba" - entertained college audiences in the 1980s before taking off as one of the most pop-
ular radio shows on air today. Former editor of "The Chanticleer" Mai Martinez is a news anchor 
and reporter at CBS Chicago. 
There seems to be no stopping the outpouring of talent from JSU 's communication departmen 
but none of this would be possible without the daring students who pioneered the new .t-1· ~ _,...,,~ 
and radio station decades ago. First published in 1934 as "The Teacola" - a com9r tion 
"teachers" and "college," JSU 's newspaper underwent several name changes before becom1 
the weekly periodical students and faculty know today. After "The Teacola," it was re ame-ct=:"T~ 
Collegian" in 1957 before finally becoming "The Chanticleer" in 1967. "Chanticlesr11 • fitting I 
name for a newspaper whose university mascot is the gamecock. The word liter ly means, "a 
name given to a rooster , especially in fairy tales ." 
Last March, "Chanticleer" staff, faculty and alumni gathered in Self Hall to celebrat~ ~O succes 
ful years and hundreds of publications. Among those in attendance was Ben Cunningham, m 
aging editor of "The Anniston Star. " Cunningham first came to JSU in 1994 but took our yea 
off from school from 1997 to 2001 to serve in the U.S. Air Force. He returned in 2001 , and :fr 
2001 to 2003 served as the editor-in-chief of "The Chanticleer. " 
"People need to know what's going on," Cunningham said . "People have a great desire to know 
what's going on - on their block, in their town , in their reg ion, in their state, in their nation and in 
their world. Our founders set up from the very beg inning a system that would give all of us - any 
of us, not just the journalists - the right to say anything that we could find out. Anything that we 
thought everyone should know, we had the freedom to say. And they saw that as very important. 
The press is named in the First Amendment right up there with religion , so we're seen as very 
basic to the way that American democracy is supposed to work." 
Jeh Jeh Pruitt, a sports anchor and reporter at WBRC, Fox 6 in Birmingham, fondly recalls his 
days with "The Chanticleer" in the early and mid-1990s. He said his favorite memories are "All 
of those late nights the day before we printed , when we worked together as a team. We stayed 
there some nights until two or three in the morning. It was the best. To work with hardworking 
people who wanted the paper to be the best was a joy." Pruitt recommends all aspiring journal-
ists at JSU work for "The Chanticleer. " 
"If you are serious about being a journalist," Pruitt said, "you need to be a reporter for th is news-
paper. It is one of the best tools that got me ready for the real world. It can help you do the things 
you need to do to be in media. 'The Chanticleer' was my foundation. " 
An equally successful branch of JSU's student media has been its radio station , WLJS, 92-J. 
Founded by student Mike Sandefer in 1975, WLJS, which stands for "We Love Jax State," began 
with a lowly 10 watts broadcasting from inside Bibb Graves Hall via a radio antenna on top of the 
Houston Cole Library. Today, the 6,000-watt station broadcasts out of Self Hall with a $100,000 
antenna on top of Chimney Peak that was donated in 2011 by Clear Channel Communications of 
Birmingham. The station debuted on Monday, September 29, 1975 at noon with Led Zeppelin 's 
irway to Heaven. " "We sat around at my place, a bunch of us," Sandefer remembers, "and 
t, 'What song will they be playing a gazillion years from now?' So, we're listening to music 
pular in the 70s, and we're thinking that this Led Zeppelin song is pretty cool , so we 
with that. " 
Now ~r year on WLJS's anniversary, the station pays tribute to that first broadcast by playing 
"St~•y o Heaven," and even though it hasn 't been a "gazillion" years since that fateful night 
ong was chosen, it is most certainly a song that has persevered through the ages, 
k WLJS itself. 
fer said he has nothing but happy memories of his time at the station. "The best buzz you 
td get was when that phone lit up - and we had two or three lines back then - all lights lit up 
nd flashing, " he said . "People were listening to you . And you 're just involved in their life at that 
moment playing music." 
To celebrate the station's 40th anniversary, WLJS plans to air a special program on Sept. 29 
at noon - 40 years to the minute that the station first signed on air. On Oct. 2, all former station 
employees and volunteers are invited to a celebration at 5 p.m. at the International House. Mean-
while, the current WLJS staff needs your input into a special music project called "The Top 40 of 
the Past 40." If you worked at tlie station while you were at JSU, nominate songs for the project 
and share your memories on the Face book Page, "WLJS 40th Anniversary." 
It is hard to imagine JSU without "The Chanticleer" and 92-J. For generations, the newspaper 
and radio station have been a source of information, entertainment and pride for students and 
alumni alike. Here's to another 120 years of JSU student media! 
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Growing Greek Community Enjoys Success 
Let us all pause to reflect on some of JSU's Greek Life recent achievements. 
First of all, membership is soaring. For the first time ever, 778 undergraduate students 
- 11 percent of the undergraduate population - belong to Greek organizations. This growing 
community is enjoying great success in the areas of scholarship, community service, member-
ship and leadership. 
Academics have always been of high importance to the university's Greek communi-
ty. For more than five years, the Greek community has managed to keep the All Greek GPA 
above the All JSU GPA. For the third semester in a row, the All Greek GPA posted above a 3.0 
average in the spring. 
During the annual Greek Awards Banquet in March, more than $11,000 in scholarship funds 
was awarded to 12 fraternities and sororities. The highest award to be given out, the William 
A. Meehan President's Gold Cup, was given to a record high nine organizations. Each was 
allotted a $1,000 scholarship. Below is a list of the award winners from this yeaes banquet. 
Highest GPA 
Alpha Omicron Pi 
Kappa Alpha Order 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Highest New Member GPA 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Most Improved GPA 
Alpha Omicron Pi 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Outstanding Community Service Award 
Delta Chi 
Greek Woman of the Year 
Madeline Jorges, Delta Zeta 
Shelby King, Alpha Omicron Pi 
Greek Man of the Year 
TD Camp, Kappa Sigma 
Alumni Advisor of the Year 
Kaci Ogle, Alpha Xi Delta 
Faculty Advisor of the Year 
David Myer, Tau Delta Phi 
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William A. Meehan Presidents Gold Cup Recipients 
Alpha Omicron Pi 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Delta Chi 
Delta Zeta 
Kappa Alpha Order 
Kappa Sigma 
Phi Mu 
Sigma Nu 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
William A. Meehan Presidents Silver Cup 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Tau Delta Phi 
William A. Meehan Presidents Bronze Cup 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Sigma Gamma Rho 
In addition to each Greek organization's individual 
philanthropy, the Greek community pulled togeth-
er and gave back to the local area by collecting and 
donating 6,000 cans of food items to the Salvation 
Army - triple the amount collected last year. 
It's a great time to be a fraternity and sorority mem-
ber at Jacksonville State. If you are interested in 
joining the Greek community, visit greeks.jsu.edu. 





KAPPA ALPHA Psi 
Kappa Alpha Psi, a college fraternity, now comprised of functioning undergraduate and 
alumni chapters on major campuses and in cities throughout the country, is the crystal-
lization of a dream. It is the beautiful realization of a vision shared commonly by the late 
Revered Founders Elder Watson Diggs; John Milton Lee; Byron Kenneth Armstrong; Guy 
Levis Grant; Ezra Dee Alexander; Henry Tourner Asher; Marcus Peter Blakemore; Paul 
Waymond Caine; Edward Giles Irvin and George Wesley Edmonds. 
It was the vision of these astute men that enabled them in the school year 1910 - 11, more 
specifically the night of January 5, 1911, on the campus of Indiana University at Bloom-
ington, Indiana, to sow the seed of a fraternal tree whose fruit is available to college men 
everywhere, regardless of their color, religion or national origin. It is a fact of which Kappa 
Alpha Psi is justly proud that the constitution has never contained any clause which either 
excluded or suggested the exclusion of a man from membership merely because of his 
color, creed, or national origin. The constitution of Kappa Alpha Psi is predicated upon, and 
dedicated to, the principles of achievement through a truly democratic fraternity. 
Chartered and incorporated originally under the laws of the State of Indiana as Kappa Alpha 
Nu on May 15, 1911, the name was changed to Kappa Alpha Psi on a resolution offered 
and adopted at the Grand Chapter in December 1914. This change became effective April 
15, 1915, on a proclamation by the then Grand Polemarch, Elder Watson Diggs. Thus, the 
name acquired a distinctive Greek letter symbol and Kappa Alpha Psi thereby became a 
Greek letter Fraternity in every sense of the designation. 
From its inception, and for the next six years, Brother Diggs served as the Grand Pole-
march of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity. Through his leadership and indefatigable application, 
augmented by the efforts of B.K. Armstrong, and John M. Lee, who comprised the remain-
der of the original Grand Board of Directors, the infant Fraternity was guided through the 
most perilous years of its life. Accordingly, much of the credit for the organization's survival 
through this period is shared by these three men. 
From its inception, every endeavor was directed toward establishing the fraternity upon 
a strong foundation before embarking on plans of expansion. By the end of the first year, 
working together, Diggs and Armstrong had completed the ritual and had commenced work 
on the coat of arms. Work on the latter was completed during the following summer by 
Diggs, Armstrong and Lee while they were pursuing employment at a hotel in Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. 
In selecting a suitable motto, Diggs, Armstrong and Lee solicited the aid of a professor of 
Greek art at Indiana Technical College at Fort Wayne, Indiana. Having adopted a motto 
which mutually suited them, they carried a sketch of the coat of arms to a commercial en-
graver in Fort Wayne, from which he made the first metal plate. 
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DELTA CHI 
"We, the members of The Delta Chi Fraternity, believing that great advantages are to be derived 
from a brotherhood of college and university men, appreciating that close association may promote 
friendship, develop character, advance justice, and assist in the acquisition of a sound education, 
do ordain and establish this Constitution" 
Certainly the most public and perhaps the best-known description of the purposes of Delta Chi, the 
Preamble's principle ideals offer profound potential as a guide to daily life as a brother. 
It has been pointed out that the four most important words in the Preamble are not what most 
members assume: "Friendship", "Character", "Justice", and "Education". Instead, it is suggested 
that the four most important words are "Promote", "Develop", "Advance", and "Assist." The point is 
that "Fraternity" and, in particular, "Delta Chi" is not just about what "is" but what we, as members, 
should actually be doing. It is our actions that make Delta Chi, which is why the key words are the 
verbs instead of the nouns. 
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER 
Reverence: Our founders sought to emulate the ideal Christian gentleman and in so doing recog-
nized the importance of having a deep reverence for God. Our motto, "Dieu et Les Dames" means 
"God and the ladies" and reflects our commitment to the ideals of modern chivalry as a contempo-
rary order of knights. 
Gentility: The men of Kappa Alpha Order are known as the gentlemen of the fraternity world. A KA, 
through his gentility, should always be distinguished by his modern chivalric characteristics. 
Service: At the heart of the code of chivalry and the fabric of KA is service to those in need. 
Through community service, volunteerism and commitment to philanthropy, KAs aim to serve those 
around them as students and citizens. 
Leadership: We teach our members to be leaders among men, on campus, in their communities, 
and throughout life. Through bravery and self-reliance, KAs strive to lead their lives with honor, and 
when given the opportunity, to lead others with humility, integrity, and justice. 
Knowledge: The philosophy of our order is that the acquisition of knowledge and the development 
of character are the great goals of life. Our focus on the cultivation of knowledge manifests itself 
through academic achievement on campus, growth and success in our careers, and the positive 
impact we have in the communities where we reside. 
Perseverance: "Onward" is ever our stance despite the danger and difficulty that life often brings. 
KAs understand that anything in life worth attaining will take hard work, dedication, and determina-
tion, whether in the classroom, the community, or throughout the endeavors of life. 
Excellence: Excellence is our aim and "Upward" is the direction that we continually strive. No mat-
ter the situation or circumstance, KAs work to attain excellence and to overcome the temptation to 
settle for mediocrity. We exemplify this commitment through leadership and service to others, with a 
vision to make the world a brighter place in which to work and live. 
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KAPPA SIGMA 
Want to get more from your college experience? Kappa Sigma makes it happen. Joining Kappa Sigma 
provides opportunities for fellowship, fun, and personal growth that you simply can't get elsewhere. Over 
280,000 men have joined and enjoyed the unmatched experiences, involvement, and lifelong brother-
hood that Kappa Sigma offers. There is no secret. .. our goal is to build better men. 
Helping others is part of being a Kappa Sigma. Brothers spend thousands of hours working in their com-
munities and raise thousands of dollars for worthy causes each year. From organizing park clean-ups to 
serving as Big Brothers to organizing charity rock concerts, Kappa Sigmas work hard for their causes. 
College is fun, but only service gives you the great feeling of knowing you've helped someone and made 
a difference. 
PI KAPPA PHI 
Pi Kappa Phi was founded on the premise of creating leadership opportunities for our members. Our 
founders exemplified leadership in the classroom, on the athletic field, in campus politics and within the 
community. Leadership is the very root of our organization, and it is the concept of leadership that shall 
guide us to our future. 
Our Mission: To create an uncommon and lifelong brotherhood that develops leaders and encourages 
service to others for the betterment of our communities. 
Our Vision: A future where every Pi Kappa Phi embraces his role as a leader, puts service before self and 
improves the world around him. 
Student Creed Values: Common Loyalty, Personal Responsibility, Achievement, Accountability, Campus 
Involvement, Responsible Citizenship, Lifelong Commitment. 
SIGMA Nu 
Sigma Nu's vision is to excel with honor. The mission of the organization is to develop ethical leaders in-
spired by the principles of Love, Honor and Truth. To foster the personal growth of each man's mind, heart 
and character. To perpetuate lifelong friendships and commitment to the fraternity. 
Envisioned Future 
Leadership in Action: Sigma Nu transforms society through the commitment of its members to the fraterni-
ty's founding principles, leadership and ethical living. 
Excellence: Sigma Nu's organizational structures and internal operations provide for the effective deploy-
ment of resources to deliver an unmatched level of service to its constituents. 
Growth: Sigma Nu is continually increasing its membership and capabilities as it creates and capitalizes 
on new markets and opportunities that support the fraternity's mission. 
Membership Value: Sigma Nu enhances the experience of its members and builds a sense of community 
in a way that generates a desire to invest time, talent and treasure in the development of both the organi-
zation and its future members which is recognized by all as a contribution to the greater good. 
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Delta 2eta 
When six ~oung women came together in I 02 to torm a soCJal sororit~, the~ had a vision ot 
lifetime sisterhood fostered b~ ideals that the~ cherished. 
The six friends bonded 9uickl~ as the~ faced the challe~es ot starting a sororit~ on a 
mal~-dominated campus, as women had just been given full status as students at Miami Uni-
vers1t~ . 
Alta Llo~d, Mar~ Collins) Anna Keen, Julia 51shop, Mabelle Minton and Anne Simmons met 
with Dr. Gu~ Potter 5enton then president ot the uni'versit~ to make their ,dea a real,t~. 
Delta Z.eta Sororit~ was founded at M1am1 Univers1t~ 1n Oxtord, Ohio, in 1902. It was the tirst 
sororit~ to be founded at the urnversit~. 
The Founders then went on to la~ the foundation tor the sororit~ which would have a national 
reach. Toda~, Delta Z.eta has enriched the lives ot over 260,000 alumnae and collegiate mem-
bers in the United States and Canada. 
Learn more about our histor~ b~ visiting the Delta Z.eta Museum on line. 
Phi Mu 
Founded 1n 1852, Ph, Mu 1s a women)s organ1zat1on wh,ch provides personal and aca-
demic development, service to others, commitment to excellence and lifelong triendship 
through a shared tradition. Phi Mu promotes vibrant living encouraging members to 
achieve their personal best. 
Phi Mu's Creed was submitted 6.:J sisters ot the Mu chapter and was adopted at the 
1916 National Convention. The Creed is credited to Grace Lumpkin, Mu. National Pres-
ident 5eth Monnin, P, official!.:) named 2016 "The Year ot the Creed '' in honor ot the 
Creed's 100th anniversar:3. 
Phi Mu was founded b_y Mar:3 Elizabeth M~yrick (Daniel), Mar:) Ann DuPont (Lines) 
and Martha 5,66 Hardawa..'j (Redding). Phi Mu was founded in 1852 at Wesle.:Jan Col-
lege in Macon, Ga. and 1s the second oldest sororit,:J in the nation. We have provided 
social opportunities, a support network, and personal enrichment resources to mem-
bers tor over 160 :)ears. In that time over 175)000 Phi Mu women have been vibrant 
members ot college campuses and we have chartered over 242 chapters. 
• 
• 
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<'Go Eagle Owl !" ,vould be the re ounding cry from Burge s-Sno,,v Field at JSU ta-
diu1n today if ardent fan hadn't decided years ago that the chool mascot should be a 
bird of a different feather. 
Jack onville State Univer ity' first football team was fielded in the late 1800's and nick-
named in honor of a rare predatory bird found near the Arctic circle. 
The exact detail are lo t to history, but a group of fans decided it was hard for the 
chool' image to oar like an eagle if the team's nan1e \Vas 01nething of a turkey. People 
like E.C. Wilson, Bruce Cha e and Charles Sprayberry felt a more collegiate-sounding 
moniker would be more appropriate. 
The upporters looked to Southern culture rather than the north pole to symbolize the 
chool' tough spirit. Tongue firmly planted in beak, Gamecock supporters crowed the 
loude t, and the Univer ity found it elf ,vith a ne,v identity: a n1ascot familiar to every-
one, including the farm boy who comprised most of the tudent body back then. 
For nearly a half-century - up until 1946 - the fledgling Eagle O,-vls hooted with pride 
from the canty facilitie adjacent to the field at John Forney National Guard Armory. 
The State Nor1nal School (SNS) team was sparse by today's standards, but the gridiron 
action wa competitive from the start. Present day rivalries such as Samford (Howard 
College) and Troy Univer ity were rooted in tho e early games. 
The team had only 23 players when was renamed Jack onville Teachers College 
in 1946, with Head Coach Don all beginning hi fir t ea on, but there was a «big 
chool" atmo phere developing in the foothills. 
Along with the new name came new colors. The blue and gold were tossed out in favor 
of the fa1niliar red and white worn by the area high chool players. 
The story goes that there were two camps - those who wanted to keep the Eagle Owl 
nickname and those who wanted ne,v colors. Legend has it that a compromise was 
worked out; new colors for a new mascot. 
It wa all worked out by 1947 when the Fighting Gamecocks took to the field for the 
first ti1ne. And, as is true to the nature of the warlike bird itself, the football team and 
other athletes fought their way to respectability in intercollegiate ranks - eventually 
bringing ho1ne a national championship in every major sport. 
• I 
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Greg eitz wa named director of athletic at Jack onville 
tate by President Dr. John M. Beehler on February 26, 
2016 after more than two decade of ervice to the univer-
ity. 
eitz, who is in hi 24th year in the athletic department 
at J U, erved a interim athletic director for 14 month , 
marking his third term a the interim athletic director for 
the Gamecock athletic department. 
"We are very excited to have Greg eitz lead our athletic 
department;' Dr. Beehler aid. "Greg i very well re pected 
in the OVC, the CAA and nationally, and ha proven 
him elf while erving in the interim role. We work very 
well together. With hi excellent contact , he will do an 
outstanding job leading our athletic department into it 
bright future. I'm plea ed to remove the interim title and 
introduce him a our athletic director:' 
In eitz's 18 month at the helm, the Gamecock have een 
unprecedented ucce on the field and in the cla room. 
The 2015-16 ea on aw J U' highe t ever fini h in the 
men' Capital One Cup at o. 18, ranking the Gamecock 
in the top 20 athletic department among 347 CAA Divi-
ion I athletic programs. 
The 2015 football ea on aw the football team po tit' 
fir t-ever o. 1 ranking in chool hi tory, and earn the o. 
1 national seed in the FC Playoff: before advancing to 
JSU' first Division I ational Champion hip Game ap-
pearance. The Gamecock et more than 50 chool record 
and ranked in the top three in attendance at the FC level 
after ho ting three- traight home playoff game . 
In the classroom, the Gamecock tudent-athlete po ted 
an impressive 3.11 cumulative grade-point average for la t 
year, marking the fourth - traight year the tudent-athlete 
have achieved thi out tanding honor. Additionally, 14 of 
the 17 ports at Jax State posted a team grade point aver-
age higher than a 3.0, while the Gamecock football team 
claimed the OVC Team Academic Honor for the econd 
traight year. 
eitz has been with JSU since 1993, when he began work-
ing a as istant sport information director. In 1999, he 
became ports information director and was promoted to 
a ociate athletic director in 2002, before being promoted 
to en1or a ociate athletic director in 2011. 
"I am xtremely humbl d and honored to have the oppor-
tunity to erve a th athletic director at Jack onville tate;, 
eitz aid. "I would lik to thank Pre ident Beehler, the 
board of tru tee and the entire Jax tate family for their 
tru t and faith in me a we continue to move the athletic 
department forward. It i an opportunity that I do not take 
for granted, and I will work hard every day to en ure that 
we continue to be ucce ful, both in the classroom and on 
th fi ld and court f competition." 
During hi term a interim and athletic director, the J U 
football team ha enjoyed a ri e to national prominence. 
The Gamecock are unbeaten in Ohio Valley Conference 
play over the pa t two year , claiming back-to-back titles 
and automatic bid into the FC Playoff: . 
During the 2014-15 athletic year, both the Jack onville 
tate m n' and women' athletic team were recognized 
in the final Capital One Cup tanding , which honor the 
nation' be t Divi ion I athletic program . The Gamecock 
men' team fini hed 61 t, while thew men fini hed 71 t 
out of 347 CAA Divi ion I athletic program . 
"Greg eitz ha been a loyal employe who ha tepped 
in to head the athletic department in critical time and 
he i de erving of thi opportunity;' aid Mr. Jim Bennett, 
chairman of the J U Board of Tru tee . "His proven ability 
to network with other univer itie and the CAA i a 
valuable a et to J u:' 
eitz ha been in trumental in many of the facility up-
grade at Jack onvill tate, including renovation at Pete 
Mathew Coli eum and the lobby of the football field 
hou e. eitz wa al o involved in the de ign and addition 
of the football tadium, and the recent oftball tadium 
and dre ing room expan ion. 
In the ummer of 2016, eitz unveiled plan for a 7.5 
million renovation to J U' ba eball tadium, Rudy Abbott 
Field. The project will be completed in time for the 2018 
ea on and will include a 1,000- eat pectator grand tand 
with a hade canopy, an elevated, haded entertainment 
or ho pitality deck and ervice amenitie , a new tate-of-
the-art pre box to include radio and televi ion broadcast 
booth , and a game operation center. 
The Gamecock ' home dugout will be located along the 
third-ba e line and adjacent to a new clubhou e that will 
feature a locker room, lounge, team meeting area and 
athletic training treatment area. The clubhou e will be 
attached to an enclo ed training facility that will allow for 
batting and pitching workout . ew tep-down team dug-
out , bullpen , new coache office and m eting pace will 
al o be includ d in the project. 
I 'Greg ha worked tirele ly for a number of year in the 
athletic department at J U, and al o worked with the 
i CAA and AH AA on everal project ;' aid Mr. Thoma 
Dedrick, chairman of the athletic committee of the J U 
Board of Tru tee . «In each capacity, Greg ha earned the 
respect of both co ache and admini trator . We feel that 
the work that he ha done peak volume , and the knowl-
edge of the univer ity and it culture made Greg the be t 
per on for the job." · 
itz ha erved on the CAA Men' Final Four Media 
Coordinator team for the la t even year and wa recently 
named to the CAA FC Football Committee in 2016. He 
al o erve a a ite repre entative for the CAA during 
the Ba eball Regional and uper Regionals. 
He ha al o worked numerou CAA Champion hip and 
Alabama High chool Athletic A ociation event over the 
la t 23 year . In 2002, he became the fir t ID elected a 
pre ident of the Alabama port Writer As ociation and 
currently erves a the organization' ecretary and trea ur-
er. 
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Beloved Coliseum Renovated 
When the Gamecock volleyball team opened their home season against Jackson 
State on Friday, Oct. 2, 2015, they were the first JSU team to compete in a much-im-
proved Pete Mathews Coliseum. 
Renovations at "The Pete" began in Spring 2015 and continued throughout the 
summer. Included in the upgrades were new chair back sideline seating, new bench 
baseline seating, a new playing surface, new scorer's tables, new paint and a team 
video room. These upgrades followed a 2014 facelift that added air conditioning and 
new lighting to the building, which had not undergone a major renovation since its 
construction in 1974. 
The Jacksonville State men's basketball team played their first game on their home 
court on Nov. 3 in an exhibition game against Miles College. This was followed by 17 
home games during its 2015-2016 season. 
"It feels different," men's basketball coach James Green said of the upgrades when 
his team began practicing in early October. You can look at pictures and try to get 
an idea of what it looks like, but until you come in here and feel the floor and actual-
ly look around in here you have no idea. I can tell you our guys feel better and even 
people that have been coming in here while we are practicing are talking about the 
improvement. It's a very, very exciting time for Jacksonville State basketball." 
Green said he believes the facelift will pay huge dividends for the program in the 
future and will also be a bonus to the Gamecock fan base. 
"It shows that we are stepping up our commitment, and I think everybody involved 
did a great job," he added. "I feel like we really did a good job of taking every dollar 
that we had and we got the most out of it. I can tell you that coaches and players re-
ally appreciate it, and when our fans come in here, they're really going to enjoy this 
place." 
Beyond sports, the coliseum is used for graduations, concerts and other large events. 
On Nov. 11, JSU and the City of Jacksonville partnered to host the first communi-
ty-wide Veterans Day ceremony in the Coliseum. JSU's first commencement in the 
new Pete took place on December 18. 

At the beginning of the historic 2015 Gamecock football season , while brainstorming slogan 
ideas to print on club T-shirts , the JSU Student Alumni Association unexpectedly created 
the battle cry heralded throughout the team's most successful season in 22 years - "Fear 
the Beak! " 
The group knew they wanted the shirt to feature the rooster hand sign popularized by the 
JSU cheerleaders - in which the thumb and index fingers touch , forming a beak, with the 
other three digits extending into a comb - but they had a hard time hitting on the right 
words to go with the image. 
"We thought about 'Get Cocky', but we already had the Cocky T-shirts ," said Alan Renfroe 
club advisor and assistant director of JSU Alumni Relations. "Then we had the idea of 'Fight 
On,' the first words of our fight song . We really liked the artwork we had , but we weren 't sold 
on the saying . Then one night I just said , 'Fear the Beak! ' and we all said , 'That's it! I!! 
The shirts debuted at Red Threads Apparel on the Jacksonvil le Square late in the regu-
lar football season. Red Threads donated a portion of each shirt sale back to the Student 
Alumni Association , and the group raised $800 last season alone. Renfroe said they hope to 
market the phrase in coming years and are already working on next year's design. 
What is the Student Alumni Association? Founded in 2003, the SAA is a smal l-but-growing 
group aimed at helping JSU students have fun in college while preparing for their future. 
Originally called Students Today, Alumni Tomorrow (STAT), the group is currently 105 mem-
bers strong , up from 65 members at this time last year. 
"The Student Alumni Association is an inclusive group," said Renfroe, "If you 're enrolled in 
any class at Jacksonville State - graduate or undergraduate - you can join. " 
Membership dues are $30 per year or $80 for life and come with a complimentary T-shirt 
and a discount card for local restaurants. Jessica Gattis joined SAA in 2012 as a freshman . 
This past year, she served as president, and she has been elected to serve a second term 
beginning this fall. 
"As president, not only do I want students to learn and grow into successful graduates, 
but I want everyone to feel comfortable ," said Gattis, a senior majoring in crim inal justice 
with a concentration in forensics . "I want everyone to know who they are, love who they are 
and know.that they are family to us in SAA. That's what the Student Alumni Association has 
taught me: leadership and how to love others . I'm a better person because of this organiza-
tion. " 
Within the SAA is an elite group of students called the SAA Ambassadors. These 16 stu-
dents represent the organization at campus events like Homecoming and Orientation . 
The SAA also hosts a number of events on campus to help students make connections and 
prepare for life after college. Some of their signature events include resume bui lding work-
shops, mock interviews and the annual etiquette dinner. Their biggest annual event, though , 
is Shrimp Boil. 
What started as a 45-person fundraiser in 2005 has grown to an annual event that hosts 
more than 300 people. The 2015 Shrimp Boil featured over 300 pounds of shrimp, potatoes 
and sausage and raised $2,100 that was shared between JSU's Calhoun County Alumni 
Chapter scholarship fund and SAA. 
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JSU Football Records Best 
Season in 22 Years 
When the Auburn Tiger fans came out to their first 
home game of the season on September 12, 2015, 
they expected to catch a glimpse of the university's 
new $13.9 million scoreboard - not to see the JSU 
Gamecocks score the first touchdown recorded on it. 
The near upset by Jax State in overtime, now known 
as the "Scare At Jordan-Hare," was just a sign of 
things to come. 
The Gamecocks went on to have one of their most 
successful seasons in school history, culminating 
in an appearance at the NCAA Division 1 National 
Championship game on January 9. 
How About Those Gamecocks? 
"You 're talking about a program three years ago 
that had not won an FCS playoff game, and to be 
sitting in a national championship game is where 
our dreams and goals were. And we got here," said 
coach John Grass, who just completed his second 
season as head coach for the Gamecocks. 
The Gamecocks broke more than 50 school records 
en route to their second straight unbeaten confer-
ence season. Grass became the first coach in Ohio 
Valley Conference and FCS history to go unbeat-
en in conference play in his first two seasons as a 
head coach. He also tied for the best start to a head 
coaching career in FCS history through his first 26 
games (23-3) . He was named the OVC Roy Kidd 
Coach of the Year for the second-straight season 
and the National Coach of the Year by the American 
Football Coaches Association. 
After becoming the first FCS team in history to take 
a ranked FBS foe, then No. 6 Auburn, to overtime, 
JSU then rattled off 12-straight wins to claim its sec-
ond-straight OVC crown to earn the No. 1 National 
Seed and roll into the FCS Championship Game in 
Frisco, Texas. 
The Gamecocks were ranked No. 1 in the nation for 
the first time in school history and held that spot in 
at least one poll for the final 11 weeks of the regular 
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season. They finished the season ranked No. 2, the 
school 's highest ranking in the final polls in Division 
I history. The North Dakota State University Bison 
stopped the Gamecocks from claiming their first 
national title since 1992, and it was the only game 
the Gamecocks would lose since the second week 
of the season. 
Jax State finished with 13 wins, which tied for the 
most wins in school history, and just two losses. 
Several school records were shattered this season, 
including total offense (7,613), rushing yards (4,511), 
passing yards (3,102), points scored (584) and tack-
les for a loss (135) . Senior running back Troymaine 
Pope broke the school and OVC single-season 
rushing record with 1,788 yards, while his 8.2 yards 
per carry led the nation. He was named the 2015 
College Football Performance Awards FCS Running 
Back of the Year. 
Junior quarterback Eli Jenkins' 3,949 yards of total 
offense was also a school record . The Birmingham, 
Ala., native was named the Ohio Valley Conference 
Offensive Player of the Year and the FCS Quar-
terback of the Year by the FCS Athletic Director's 
Association. Junior wide receiver Josh Barge broke 
the single-season record for catches with 92, receiv-
ing yards with 1,145 and touchdown catches with 11. 
On the defensive side of the ball , sophomore Darius 
Jackson and senior Chris Landrum, Sr., each had 
19.0 tackles for a loss to break the school record in 
that category. 
The Gamecocks finished the year ranked fourth na-
tionally in total offense, third in rushing offense and 
second with 362 first downs. Defensively, JS U was 
third nationally with 20 interceptions, while ranking 
12th in total defense. 
The Gamecocks had 17 AII-OVC selections and five 
players earn All America honors, Eli Jenkins (1st 
Team STATS, College Sporting News, ADA, 2nd 
Team AP), Casey Dunn (1st Team AFCA, College 
Sporting News, 2nd Team STATS), Jermaine Hough 
(College Sporting News, 2nd Team AP, 3rd Team 
STATS), Troymaine Pope (3rd Team STATS, College 
Sporting News, 3rd Team AP) and Chris Landrum 
(3rd Team STATS). All-American Quarterback Eli 
Jenkins has confirmed he will be back for his senior 
season and hopes to lead the Gamecocks back to 
the National Championship game in Frisco. Shortly 
after the game, Jenkins tweeted, "That was a good 
run. I wish I could've played better for my team and 
fans, but I'll be back in Frisco next year I promise." 
With the next season expected to be just as promis-
ing as the last, fans are encouraged to go ahead and 
book refundable hotel rooms and purchase tickets 
in advance for next year 's national championship. 
Bison fans were able to get their hooves on most 
of the tickets because they purchased as soon as 
they went on sale last summer. Let's stop that from 
happening again. Buy tickets early! You can always 
resell on the NCAA Ticket Exchange if your plans 
change. 
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Team Ro ter: 
Rashod Byer 
Markis Merrill 
Jermaine Hough 
Dalton Etheridge 
Joel McCandles 
Dorien Dickey 
Folo Johnson 
Christian LeMay 
Siran eal 
Tremaine Dillard 
Reggie Hall 
Eli Jenkin 
Bo Brummel 
Devaunte Sigler 
Anthony Johnson 
DaQuan James 
Jaylen Hill 
Will Pyburn 
Josh Barge 
Thaddeus Philyaw 
Jayse Pruitt 
Daniel Byrd 
Jairus Hollman 
Bryant Mitchell 
Ruben Gonzalez 
Dalton Screws 
Tre' Garland 
A.J. Barge 
Hamish Maclnnes 
J arren Johnson 
Miles Jones 
Josh Clemons 
Brandon Bender 
Chase McGhee 
Troymaine Pope 
E.J. Mos 
Santavius Oden 
Jojo Wynn 
Cedric Miller 
Bo Billups 
Bryant Horn 
Bryson Durden 
DeBarriaus Miller 
JaJuan Lee 
Quan Stoudemire 
Lawon DeBardelaben 
Ra'Shad Green 
Octavious Baxter 
Cade Stinnett 
Darius Jackson 
Dalton Campbell 
Jalen Choice 
Marlon Bridges 
LaMichael Fanning 
Delwyn Torbert 
Selwyn Torbert 
Austin Rice 
Dawson Well 
Joseph Roberts 
Monty Young 
Casey Dunn 
ick Terrell 
David eger 
Chad Sharp 
Emmanuel Fennell 
uka Yobo 
Will Fischer 
pencer Watley 
Zach Heard 
ick John on 
Dallas Tucker 
Skyler Esmann 
Thomas Stin on 
Adam Wright 
Ryan Childer 
Casey Hunt 
Daniel Everhart 
Austin Bell 
Justin Lea 
Tyler Johnson 
Brock Burkhalter 
Blake Burk 
Tyler Swindle 
David eece 
Kyron Samuels 
Jordan Cagle 
Dylan Cline 
Tyler Scozzaro 
Dylan Gib on 
Luke Smith 
Davi Carrandi 
Earl Calloway 
Brandon Wil on 
Jamari He ter 
pencer Goffigan 
Kameron Wood 
Demontez Terry 
ate Craft 
Ty Anderson 
Chris Landrum 
Eliah Goodman 
Desmond Owino 
Randy Robinson 
Martez House 
Allan Car on 
Mason McLean 
Gerald Sterling 
Connor Rouleau 
Montrez Lang 
John Gra , Head Football Coach 
Todd Bate , A i tant Football Coach/Defen ive Line 
David Blackwell, A i tant Football Coach/co-Defen ive Coordinator 
ick Gentry, A i tant Football Coach/Out ide Linebacker 
Brandon Hall, A i tant Football Coach/co-Defen ive Coordinator/ afeties 
Owen Kilgore, A i tant Football Coach/Cornerback 
Jimmy Ogle, A i tant Head Football Coach/Running Back 
J.R. andlin, A i tant Football Coach/Tight End /Recruiting Coordinator 
i~k William , A i tant Football Coach/Wide Receiver / A t pecial Teams 124 
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.;-~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~ ~ Into the Woods is a modern twist on the beloved Brothers Grimm fairy tales ~ i in a musical format that follows the some of the classic fairy tales. The clas- ~ 
~ sic tales of Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, and ~ i Rapunzel -- all tied together by an original story involving a baker and his ~ ~ wife, their wish to begin a family and their interaction with the witch who has ~ i put a curse on them. ~ ~ ~ ~ The baker and his wife live in a village where they all wish for something ~ 
~ they can 't have. The baker and his wife wish for a child , but they soon find ~ i out that because of a family curse they can 't have any children until they ~ 
~ find multiple things for the witch that cursed them in the first place. ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A red cape, a strand of golden hair, a golden shoe, and a white cow. It's ~ 
~ these four items that send a baker and his barren wife through the woods ~ ~ on a magical journey to reverse an evil spell. They wish for a child and are ~ 
~ sent by an evil witch on the scavenger hunt. Little Red Riding Hood, Jack ~ ~ and the bean stalk, Rapunzel, and Cinderella soon join the mix, on this ~ i magical tale of love and adventure. ~ 
~ ~ ~ The whimsically enticing visual adventure follows the intertwining path of ~ 
~ unlikely characters on a journey deep into the darkness and light found only ~ 
~ when one steps Into the Woods. ~ 
~ ~ r~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'{'" 

lNDREW JACKSON 
The show opens when the cast, dressed as 19th-century American cowboys and 
prostitutes take the stage. They are led by Andrew Jackson. They sing about their 
eagerness to strip the English, Spanish, French, and, most importantly, the Native 
Americans, of their land in the US. Along with this, they sing of the desire to bring 
political power back to the public and away from the elite ("Populism Yea Yea"). 
Jackson's childhood is shown in the Tennessee hills during the late 18th century. 
His family and the local shoe cobbler die of cholera and in Indian attacks. This 
leads him to join the military, where he is imprisoned by the British. Jackson be-
gins to express his disdain for the U.S. government's lack of involvement with the 
people of the frontier and how he wishes someone would stand up to them ("I'm 
Not That Guy"). 
Jackson is then shown as a young adult, regaling local tavern goers with his 
short meeting with George Washington. He is interrupted and attacked by several 
Spaniards. Jackson defeats them, but is injured in the process. A woman named 
Rachel helps him to recover from his injuries. They fall in love during his recovery 
and eventually marry, though Rachel is not yet divorced from her current husband 
("Illness as Metaphor"). At the end of the song, news comes that British, Indian, 
and Spanish forces are making advances into American territory. Meanwhile, the 
U.S. government continues to do nothing to stop the attacks. Jackson realizes 
that if he wants this cycle to end, he must change things himself ("I'm So That 
Guy"). 
Jackson organizes a militia to remove Indian tribes throughout the Southeast 
both by force and negotiation {"Ten Little Indians"). John Quincy Adams, Henry 
Clay, John Calhoun, and Martin Van Buren are introduced as they express their 
concern over Jackson's unauthorized territorial expansion. Jackson rebuffs their 
pleas, explaining how he has driven out the French and the Spanish, while acquir-
ing more land than Thomas Jefferson. 
The Battle of New Orleans transforms Jackson into a national hero. He becomes 
governor of Florida and decides to run for United States president in 1824. Al-
though he receives the most popular and electoral votes, he is not elected pres-
ident, due to the political maneuvering in the House of Representatives. ("The 
Corrupt Bargain"). Jackson spends the four years after the election at his home, 
The Hermitage. He returns from political exile and forms the Democratic Party. 
During the presidential election of 1828, Andrew Jackson becomes a surprise 
candidate ("Rock Star"). This is grueling both publicly and personally to Jackson 
and his family. Rachel, feeling as if she has no private life, questions Andrew's 
love for her versus the American People ("The Great Compromise"). 
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Dead Marls Cell Phone 
Dead Man 's Cell Phone is a play by Sarah Ruhl. It explores the paradox of modern technology's 
ability to both unite and isolate people in the digital age. 
Jean takes the mobile phone of a stranger, Gordon Gottlieb, who she has seen in a cafe. She has 
taken the phone because it is ringing and the man does not answer it--he is dead. She goes on to 
answer his phone and talk to his relatives, including his mother, his estranged wife, a mysterious 
mistress, and a brother. Jean also finds out that Gordon was involved in the sale of a kidney. 





Celebrating with the Southerners 
Some schools are known for their athletics and others are known for their academics. While Jacksonville State Univer-
sity has certainly made a name for itself in both of these areas, it's safe to say that what many people know JSU for is its 
band: the internationally acclaimed Marching Southerners. From football games at home to New Year's Day parades in 
London, the Southerners are a beloved university tradition that goes back almost 60 years. 
Sporting approximately 450 members that comprise roughly five percent of the student body - heralded by thousands 
of band alumni and legions of fans - it's easy to see why the Southerners are an incredible source of school pride and 
something worth celebrating. So the band's 2015 show, entitled "Celebration;' is going to do just that. With song selec-
tions including Frank Sinatra's "The Best is Yet To Come;' Mozart's "The Marriage of Figaro;' Tchaikovsky's "1812 Over-
ture;' and the original ballad "Tribute;' fans can expect one amazing production that combines the best of the Marching 
Southerners' past with all the potential of their future. 
Ken Bodiford will be celebrating his 22nd year with the Southerners in 2015."We came up with the theme because of 
all the new things happening at JSU;' said Dr. Ken Bodiford, director of band . "We've got new band uniforms, a new 
president, and soon a new athletic director, so we kind of decided to do a show about JSU:' 
Many musicians are looking forward to their first year with the esteemed band. On August 12, hundreds of bright-eyed 
college freshmen flooded Jacksonville for the first day of band camp. The evening centered around special activities for 
the "rookies;' who were new to the Southerners family. Between hot dogs and ultimate frisbee, Bryton Moore, a fresh-
man color guard member from Athens, Alabama, recalled the first time he knew he wanted to become a member of the 
Southerners. 
"We went to the Sparks in the Park competition in Spain Park and Jacksonville State was the exhibition band;' Moore 
said. "I had never heard of Jacksonville before, but when the band turned around and they played, it was amazing. I 
almost cried:' 
Brett Thornburg, a freshman majoring in broadcast communication and an aspiring member of the famed 20J line, 
shared similar enthusiasm. , 
"It was about three or four years ago at a JSU home game that I knew I wanted to be a Southerner;' said Thornburg, a 
Jacksonville native. "Watching them is what made me want to start band. I'm a late bloomer in marching band. I've only 
been playing tuba for three years . But the first time I saw the Southerners - the first time I really paid attention to them 
and saw how awesome their performance was and how everyone in the band loved it - it really parked my passion for 
band:' 
If anyone is more excited about the upcoming season than the rookies it is the Southerners' drum majors Joie Byrd, 
Daniel O'Donnell and Nick Doyle. 
''A lot of 'new' is happening at Jacksonville State;' said O'Donnell, a junior who is returning for his second year as drum 
major after becoming one of the few sophomores to ever hold the title last season. "The whole show is going to be cele-
brating not only JSU's rich history, but also it's bright future:' 
Doyle, a second-year student, has something particularly special to celebrate, having just been named drum major in 
April. 
"It's always been a dream of mine to conduct for the Southerners but even a bigger dream to be a drum major for the 
Southerners, so when I found out that I was one of the drum majors, I was ecstatic;' Doyle said. "There are no words 
to describe the feelings you get when you hear the first 'Salvation' or you get to march with the Southerners or you get 
to the one point during the show that is just amazing. That's what it's like when you become drum major. There are no 
words:' 
"It's definitely an honor;' agreed Joie Byrd, a senior who will be serving her second year as drum major and her first as 
head drum major. "It's a little bit intimidating, but it's an honor for sure:' 
So, between football games and parades and bus rides and making friendships and memories, what are the Southerners 
most loqking forward to this year? 
'Tm looking forward to getting to know everybody and having a great time and just making the show the best it can be;' 
Moore said. 
Byrd added, 'Tm definitely excited about the new uniforms, and I want to say this is one of the biggest freshman classes 
we've had:' 
For Doyle, it's being able to "mentor to someone who is in high school or who is coming up as a freshman:' 
But freshman clarinetist Ashley Barry said what was on everyone's mind: "Everything!" 
With a musically diverse show and passionate band members, Marching Southerners fans everywhere can expect a 
jaw-dropping, whirlwind, celebration spectacular come halftime in September. We will see you at Burgess-Snow Field! 
Southerner's Performance Schedule for 2015 
Sept. 5 - UT Chattanooga football game (away) 
Sept. 12 - Auburn University football game (away) 
Sept. 15 - Calhoun County Band Exhibition at JSU 
Sept. 19 - JSU vs Tenn State football game (home) 
Sept. 26 - Midsouth Exhibition in Gadsden 
Oct. 3 - Mississippi Valley State football game (home) 
Oct. 10 - Bands of America Regional at JSU 
Oct. 17 - JSU Contest of Champions at JSU 
Oct. 24 - Peach State Exhibition in Rome, Ga. 
Oct. 31 - Eastern Kentucky Homecoming football game (home) 
Nov. 14 - E Missouri football game (home) 
ov. 20-21 - Southerners Alumni Reunion 
Nov. 21 - Murray State football game (home) 
Dec. 3 - Jacksonville Christmas Parade 




~ncore 
With a repertoire of classic and modern jazz, show tunes, classic pop, and their own brand of a cap-
pella fireworks, Encore! strives to provide the best in collegiate entertainment. Acting as goodwill 
ambassadors for JSU, Encore! performs throughout the community, from civic events to high schools, 
inspiring and entertaining audiences of all ages. Students are asked to demonstrate vocal and move-
ment skills through competitive auditions 

Masterpieces Back in Sp 
The doors of Hammond Gallery - the exhibit space for the JSU Department of Art - have been locked all summer. Few 
knew what astounding transformations were taking place inside until Thursday, Sept. 3 during a grand reopening cele-
bration. 
Gallery coordinator Ray Wetzel, who is charged with making the gallery look picture perfect, was proud to present the 
newly renovated space. Over the summer, workers replaced outdated carpet flooring with sleek hardwood. Carpeted 
walls were ousted in favor of sophisticated white drywall. A kitchenette was added in the back of the gallery to accom-
modate food preparation for events. 
With faculty, staff, students and community members admiring the artwork spotlighted on every wall on Thursday 
evening, the Hammond Gallery reflected the chic and modern atmosphere of the great galleries of New York, Paris and 
Rome. 
"People have to have a creative outlet, and in major cities like Atlanta or Birmingham, there's a place for them:' Wetzel 
said. "There's not really anything like that at this point in Calhoun County. It's important to give the students a sense of 
belonging:' 
The first show to grace the walls of the upgraded gallery is "Instill;' a multimedia collection of works created by current 
and retired JSU faculty- from porcelain pots to framed photos to wall-covering canvases. 
Faculty emeriti Diana Cadwallader and Lee Manners contributed colored pencil and watercolor drawings. Other dis-
plays included a pastel on pattern paper painting by Ron Baker, an adjunct instructor of foundations; mixed media 
artwork by Anita Stewart, an adjunct instructor of foundations and art history; digital prints by Christian Dunn, an 
assistant professor of graphic design; gouache watercolor paintings by Bryce Lafferty, an assistant professor of drawing 
and painting; a pigment print by Doug Clark, an associate professor of photography; and ceramic displays by John Oles, 
assistant professor of ceramics. 
Wetzel said the purpose of the show is to encourage students to keep perfecting their craft. 
"If they trust us and they learn the fundamentals, then they can strive to do anything - be a professor or whatever they 
want:' said Wetzel. 
"Instill" will run through Sept. 24. 
Also opening Thursday night were two shows created by students. Hannah Cooper McCauley, who graduated summa 
cum laude from JSU in the fall of 2012 with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in photography and a current MFA student at Lou-
isiana Tech University, opened her show, "A Singular Sense of Urgency." The series of archival pigment prints features 
simple and striking images of close-up objects. 
Graphic designer Blake Dodgen, a JSU Master of Fine Arts candidate, collaborated over the summer with Allison McEl-
roy, an associate professor of painting and drawing, to create "Colloidal Suspension:' The show, which consists of mud 
painted directly on the wall, is described as a "juxtaposition of the order and chaos created in a meticulous yet medita-
tive manner:' All of the soil used in Dodgen's work came from Germania Springs Park. 
The art department hosts three shows each month and, after the success of Thursday's reopening, is eagerly preparing for 
October's show, "Ley Lines:' which will feature contemporary drawings. The show will open with a reception on Oct. 1, 
5-7 p.m., and run through Oct. 29. 
"I want people to come see all of the amazing work coming out of the art department:' said Wetzel. 
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JSU Establishes Cen1 
Jacksonville State University is establishing a new Center for Autism Studies to provide lead-
ership, research and advocacy in the area of Autism Spectrum Disorders. 
Housed in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in JSU's College of Education and 
Professional Studies, the center's mission is to prepare the next generation of education pro-
fessionals to better interact with students with autism. It will provide an avenue for research 
and education - including early identification, intervention, behavior management, differentia-
tion of instruction, and family dynamics. 
"The center represents a unique opportunity for JSU to lead as an innovator in preparing 
teacher candidates for the classroom," said Dr. Janet Bavonese, center director and head 
of the Department of Curriculum and Instruction. "Typically, general and special education 
teachers receive a limited amount of professional learning in the area of Autism Spectrum 
Disorders. The center will seek to change that dynamic, building teacher candidates and 
professors into professional learning teams that will focus on ASD, classroom strategies, and 
family advocacy." 
The center will facilitate collaborative relationships across disciplines at JSU and partner with 
community colleges and P-12 institutions. It will contribute to the state and national under-
standing of ASD and build an infrastructure of research and support for families. 
The idea for the center grew out of the JSU Autism Conference, which is chaired by 
Bavonese and Valerie Wheat, instructor of special education. The annual event features pro-
fessional development for teachers and teacher candidates, along with resources for families 
impacted by autism. Bavonese and Wheat saw the need for a year-round initiative and col-
laborated to design the center. 
"The center will provide advocacy and support for people on the Autism Spectrum and their 
families," said Wheat, who is serving as the center's assistant director. "We hope to provide 
opportunities for transition from high school and college into the community. We also hope to 
provide support and resources for educators who work with people on the Autism Spectrum." 
The JSU team is comprised of faculty in curriculum and instruction and psychology, as well 
as representatives from Student Disability Services. JSU teacher candidates will participate 
in center initiatives, including cultivating awareness of ASD, development of ASD profession-
al learning modules for K-12 teachers, and early intervention strategies. Published research 
activities, community outreach, curricular information and an annual report will be shared 
online with the community. 
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"The center is very important to our work in teacher education," said Bavonese. "In Northeast 
Alabama, there are little resources that specifically prepare teacher candidates to work with 
students on the Autism Spectrum and their families. We hope to be among the first to devel-
op a cohesive model that positively impacts all educators:" 
CAS Vision: 
The vision of the JSU Center for Autism Studies (CAS) is to provide leadership, research, 
and advocacy in the area of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Leadership, research, and 
advocacy, includes professional learning for P-12 education professionals and education for 
parents and children impacted by ASD. The CAS will promote research opportunities, pro-
fessional learning sessions, and community education teams that capitalize on collaborative 
approaches to ASD through a person-centered model of support, and prepare the next gen-
eration of education professionals to provide a commitment to ethical and professional inter-
actions with individuals with ASD. 
CAS Mission: 
The Center for Autism Studies (CAS) provides an avenue for research and education in Au-
tism Spectrum Disorders, including early identification, intervention, behavior management, 
differentiation of instruction, and family dynamics. CAS will facilitate collaborative relation-
ships across disciplines at Jacksonville State University, community colleges in Northeast 
Alabama, and P-12 partners in local education agencies. CAS represents a way to contribute 
to the state and national information on ASD and build an infrastructure of research and sup-
port for individuals with ASD. 
Future CAS Plans: 
Future plans include the creation of ASD Professional Learning Teams (ASD PLT). These 
ASD PLT groups will include the CAS Director, Assistant Director and Associates and preser-
vice teachers in partnership with PK-12 education agencies for research, professional learn-
ing, and advocacy efforts designed to increase the use of classroom strategies and positive 
behavioral experiences for teachers, administrators, families, and PK-12 students with ASD. 





When Jacksonville State University hosted the 2016 spring graduation on April 29, it 
was a celebration of many firsts. Not only were there three commencement ceremonies 
for the first time in the university's history, there were some trailblazers crossing the 
stage to receive their diplomas. 
Michael Ryan: JSU's First Doctoral Graduate 
In 2010, Jacksonville State University revealed the inception of its first doctoral pro-
gram - the Doctor of Science in emergency management. Six years later, JSU will con-
fer its first doctoral degree to Michael Kenneth Ryan of Tampa, Fla. 
Ryan completed his undergraduate work in fire science from the University of Mary-
land. When faced with the decision on graduate school, he selected JSU's online emer-
gency management program. After completing his Master of Science in emergency 
management in 2005 and pleased with the quality of the education he gained at JSU, 
Ryan delayed pursuing his doctorate until the degree was offered at JSU. In 2011, after 
a highly competitive selection process, Ryan was among the first few chosen for JSU's 
inaugural doctoral class. 
For more than 35 years, Ryan has worked in public safety and plans to utilize his 
degree to teach and research, hoping to add more empirical data to the emergency 
management discipline. Because the field of emergency management is still relatively 
young in relation to other collegiate areas of study, Ryan understands the importance 
of diligently working to build the foundation of scholarly research to assist future 
emergency management majors. 
Originally from Fairfax, Va., Ryan is deputy coordinator for emergency management in 
Hillsborough County, Fla. He and his wife Joanna have four children, one grandchild, 
and three dogs. Following graduation, Ryan looks forward to spending more time with 
his family, as he gratefully understands the sacrifices they have made for him to be 
able to complete this program. 
There to show support for JSU's first doctoral graduate was Sarah Miller, an emergen-
cy management adjunct instructor from Washington State. Miller was the first emer-
gency management graduate from JSU. She earned her Master of Public Administra-
tion with a concentration in emergency management. She will walk in the ceremony 
with the emergency management faculty. 
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International House Information: 
The International House Program began in 1946 with five students from 
France. Initially, the program focused on languages. Today, there are 40 
members of the program - 20 American students and 20 internationals. 
Each international student is from a different country and is roomed with 
an American student. Though emphasis is still placed on languages, greater 
importance is now placed on the overall aspects of cultural understanding. 
Truly, the International House Program provides "A Window on the World" 
for students at Jacksonville State University and the surrounding community. 
Programs & Events 
The Bonding Trip - The most exciting event at the beginning of the year, 
when all of the new students get to know each other. The trip is two days and 
includes outdoor activities and games to allow the students to get to bond as 
a group. 
United Nation Day Tea - The biggest event of the year when students pres-
ent themselves to the guests on campus. There is a wonderful talent show at 
the end in which international students perform their traditional dances or 
songs. 
Christmas Banquet - A formal dinner at a restaurant that concludes the end 
of the first semester before Christmas break. 
Valentine's Dinner - On Valentine's Day, we have a romantic formal dinner 
in the dining room of the International House. After the banquet, there is 
a Secret Valentine event during which the men and women give each other 
surprise presents. 
International Week - A cultural awareness week hosted by the Internation-
al Student Organization. There are a lot of fun activities, such as the soccer 
game, movie night, water balloon fight, silent auction, and the Taster's Fair. 
The Vibe - The biggest party on campus organized by the freshmen at the In-
ternational House. There is free food, drink, music, dancing and lots of fun! 
Taster's Fair - A cultural food festival where international students cook and 
serve traditional food from their country. While you are enjoying your food, 
we will be entertaining you with a talent show. 
Formal Banquet - The final banquet that wraps up the whole year, when 
awards are given to extraordinary students. 




Jacksonville State University and the City of Jacksonville 
joined forces to present a Veterans Day ceremony for the 
community on Nov. 11 , 2015, in the Pete Mathews Colise-
um on the university campus. Col. Martine Kidd , command-
er of the Anniston Army Depot, served as guest speaker. 
Organized by the JSU Research Center for Veteran Sup-
port Services, the ceremony included performances by the 
JSU Band Ensemble and vocal quartet, presentation of 
colors by the JSU ROTC Color Guard , invocation and ben-
ediction by JSU alumnus and retired U.S. Army chaplain 
Tom Smith , words from JSU President John Beehler and 
Jacksonville Mayor Johnny Smith , and a keynote address 
by Col. Kidd at precisely 11 :11 a.m. 
This is the first year the university and city have planned a 
Veterans Day ceremony for the area and Allison L. Newton, 
coordinator of proposal development in the JSU Division 
of Research , Planning and Collaboration and director of 
the Research Center, said they plan to make it an annual 
event. 
"The planning of this event took the collaboration of many 
individuals and groups - administration , faculty, staff and 
students - from JSU and the City of Jacksonville ," Newton 
said . "Honoring the men and women who have served in 
the United States military is something that every member 
of the planning team feels very strongly about. " 
The Veterans Day ceremony is just one of the initiatives in 
the works at JSU to provide support to veteran students 
and outreach to veterans in the community. In October 
2015, the university announced plans to establish a Cen-
ter of Excellence for Veteran Student Success on campus, 
funded by a $330K grant from the U.S. Department of 
Education. The university also launched a Veterans History 
Project the same year to collect oral history accounts from 
area veterans. Participants are filmed sharing their expe-
riences and the footage is archived through the Library of 
Congress. 
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Graduate Level: Margaret L. Hill 
Nataysia A. Holloway 
Lauren A. Allred Wendy D. Holloway 
Sarah M. Baker Candace Horne 
Richard A. Batten Andrew D. Jennings 
Scott W. Beckett Tiffany N. Jennings 
Brett A. Benefield Jennifer P. Jones 
Emily P. Bennett Wendy 0. Key 
Curlese C. Benson Alexandra C. Koenig 
Kevin R. Boyd Kristin Kosterman 
Kathryn E. Britton Kimberly E. Latta 
Jeff C. Burns Gregory J. Lavergne 
Summer D. Calvert Nealy C. Lawley 
Don T. Camp Guangen Li 
Carol A. Campbell Yue J. Li 
Michael S. Carnes Kelly E. Lockridge 
Diane K. Chong Rachel T. Loftin 
John W. Clark Mary L. Martin 
Natalie J. Colegrove Windi T. McCrory 
Jonathan L. Colvin Sean M. McDowell 
Courtney S. Cook Summer D. McNeal 
Molly B. Cook Brian McSparron 
Emily R. Courington Dana S. Mikel 
Roechelle Croskey Kimberly S. Moncrief 
Tyneishia D. Cunningham Melissa J. Moore 
Jennifer E. Dawson Lisa G. Morgan 
Briana J. Dodgen Chekesha S. Morris 
Christina Doerter Jared C. Musgrove 
Christal M. Echoles Gabrielle Nation 
Alfredo P. Estrada Susan S. Newton 
Adam R. Evans Kimberly J. Osborn 
Allison A. Freckman Elizabeth L. Palmer 
Anthony T. Garrison Angela J. Payne 
Regina R. Glass Miranda R. Pearce 
Cari B. Golden Christopher M. Pellecchia 
Mary M. Gunnels Stephanie H. Pruett 
Jessica E. Guy Tanya K. Ragan 
Andrea T. Hall Vashaunda R. Ragland 
Abbey G. Hanner Kevin R. Revis 
Evalyn S. Hardy Shelley Roberts 
Carolyn A. Harrison-Johnson Teri D. Robins 
Brittany L. Haynie Samyya I. Robinson 
Megan R. Head Laura E. Root 
Michael E. Helton Sajauna B. Ross 
Tiffany A. Hendrix Cody J. Sanfratello 
Steve D. Herrin Kenneth W. Sapp 184 
Tanya C. Schoonover Scott E. Bates 
Delisa C. Seymour Olivia F. Bautista 
Anna L. Shinn Carol A. Bell 
Brerante E. Sledge Stacey Bell 
Brian L. Smith Brandon D. Bender 
Brittany M. Spurgeon Trinity L. Benefield 
Noelle M. Stovall Lydia R. Berkey 
Courtney R. Strain Kristin Berry 
Meghan N. Street Kari N. Blackmon 
Allison R. Svoboda Stephanie R. Blackston 
Mary E. Tumlin Matthew S. Blaskowski 
Allison L. Wagner Rachel V. Bomar 
Mike Warren Michael N. Bonds 
Lorraine M. Watkins Tyler S. Bonds 
Ellori N. White Joshua S. Bourke 
Sharon E. White Latonya 0. Bowie 
Cassidy B. Whitman Gina M. Bowling-Fulton 
Candice E. Wilkerson II, Elgin W Bowman 
Kemberly L. Williams Kayla P. Bowman 
Albertonia C. Woods Van Kedra D. Bradford 
Clifford L. Wright William Brewer 
Carrie A. Yakely Cedric J. Bridges 
Patricia N. Yerta Vicki A. Bright 
Emily G. Young JoAnna L. Brooks 
Ke Zhao Adrainana J. Brown 
Shannon S. Brown 
Undergraduate Level: Bria'Unna E. Buckner 
Sarah K. Burgess 
Jesse Abernathy Ryan Burk 
Kyle L. Abernathy Grover B. Burks 
Erica E. Adams Amber D. Burns 
Joshua E. Adams Katlynn R. Burton 
Jeffery D. Addison Seth Busby 
D'Ondray D. Agee Alexis D. Butler 
Alex D. Alldredge Cheryl M. Butterfield 
Mariah C. Allen Erika N. Byrd 
Sylvia M. Alvarez Kelsey R. Cain 
Danielle H. Anderson Taylor A. Cain 
Caleb J. Anglin Caitlin M. Campbell 
Cameron L. Arbuckle Jazmyn T. Cannon 
Mya E. Ashley Manley D. Carpenter 
Ashton D. Bailey Kathy L. Carter 
Lindsey R. Barrell Mark-Anthony Carter 
Stephen R. Bartlett Wesley J. Carter 
Lynne C. Barton Westley W Casey 
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Kayla B. Centers 
Jeffory ,A. Chandler 
Kara D. Chatham 
Matthew A. Checkley 
Heather M. Cheek 
Yi Chen 
Chadwick Cherry 1 
Eric G. Claburn 
Jasmine L. Clark 
Shelly P. Clark 
Ashlee Cole 
Rylei E. Collier 
Kimberley R. Compton 
Brittany M. Conner 
Patricia C. Conner 
Zachary A. Contris 
Dustin Coots 
Brittany N. Correll 
James H. Cowan 
Christy R. Craven 
Justin L. Crawford 
Marybeth A. Crawford 
Jessica L. Creel 
Ashley N. Crossley 
Casey S. Crumley 
David L. Crunkilton 
Lance R. Cunningham 
Camille B. Danieli 
Whitney R. Darby 
La'Shantell S. Darwin 
Bradley W Davis 
Robert C. Davis 
Tarsha A. Davis 
Kala M. Dean 
Brett T. Deboer 
Ryan C. Donahoo 
Jamie L. Donaldson 
Virginia DuBois 
Bethany A. Dudchock 
Kevin B. Dunham 
Jillian B. Early 
Brandi N. Easterwood 
Travis M. Echols 
Morgan A. Edge 
Jesse R. Edwards 
Mary Edwards 
Scott A. Elliott 
Andrew R. Ellis 
Darrick J. English 
Junikka C. Ephraim 
Melissa R. Evans 
Earnest D. Fletcher 
Rhonda S. Ford 
Jonathan W Fordham 
Cody T. Fortenberry 
Mary C. Fowler 
Michael J. Frank 
Allisyn L. Freeman 
Averie C. Fuller 
Corona, Kara D. Gallegos 
Sharon L. Gamble 
Gracyn J. Gammon 
Marrius Z. Garth 
Brenda D. Gaskin 
Dustin R. Gayton 
Heather N. Gentle 
Caroline H. Gillespie 
Emily Gilliland 
Dylan M. Glass 
Janet L. Golden 
Ruben H. Gonzalez 
Rickey Gooden 
Shakeia J. Gooden 
Shawnee L. Gortney 
Ariel S. Graham 
Michael J. Grant 
Andrew E. Green 
Bryan A. Green 
Patrice R. Green 
Ryan N. Green 
Matthew C. Griffin 
Taylor A. Griffin 
Brianna S. Guest 
Hannah H. Gunn 
Percina L. Hale 
Amber M. Hammond 
Jasmine C. Hammond 
Kandi D. Hann 
Nicholas A. Harbison 
Jason A. Hardin 
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Scottie W Hardy 
Willaznard Harper 
Zachery S. Harrell 
Larry J. Harris 
Kisha N. Hass 
Santiago E. Hechart 
Matthew G. Hengeveld 
Doran L. Herbel 
Katie M. Hicks 
Tia N. High 
Grant E. Hill 
Joel B. Hill 
Joshua R. Hill 
Gangadai Hobbs 
Kyle L. Holland 
Jacob M. Holmes 
Amanda B. Hood 
Valerie B. Horton 
Hayden T. Howle 
Chengle Huang 
Diana R. Huffman 
Kamisha L. Hughley 
Cameron Hulett 
Jaclyn C. Humphries 
Ashleigh E. Hydrick 
Heather E. Ingraham 
Morgan L. Ingram 
Taylor W Irwin 
Carlos A. Jackson 
Heather L. Jackson 
Vallean R. Jackson 
Kacey L. Jacobs 
DaMarcus J. James 
Anita M. Johnson 
David R. Johnson 
Grace C. Johnson 
Nelson C. Johnson 
Allison M. Johnston 
Shelby L. Jolly 
Deanna M. Jones 
Ragan D. Jones 
Tamara E. Jones 
Taylor M. Jones 
Teresa P. Jones 
Thomas C. Jones 
Zachary S. Jones 
Brianna S. Junkins 
Carl A. Keiffer 
Sydney E. Keller 
Richard A. Kelly 
Daniel S. Kinney 
Alicia D. Kittles 
King W Knight 
Christopher L. Knighten 
Toby A. Kridle 
Mollie L. Lancaster 
Quenton A. Lawson 
Ila J. Leadman 
Ryan H. Ledbetter 
Brittni L. Lewis 
Charles Lewis 
Misty M. Lewis 
Alyssa D. Leyendecker 
Molina, Marjory S. Lin 
Nicole M. Linski 
Rebecca C. Lipscomb 
Leanne F. Lister 
Marcus C. Litchford 
Chang Liu 
Cortni D. Livingston 
Justin A. Lockridge 
Wesley R. Long 
Daniel H. Love 
Beau P. Lowe 
Haley N. Lynch 
David M. Lyon 
Andrew W Maddox 
David A. Maddox 
Amanda R. Mann 
Kathrynne G. Marsh 
Krystle L. Martin 
Tara A. Martin 
Katherine E. Mattox 
Matthew D. McCord 
Danleigh R. McDaniel 
Kayla D. McGlathery 
Eric S. McIntyre 
Earvin McKenzie 
Carolyn E. McKinney 
Joshua K. McKnight 
Matthew K. McSheridan 
Fernando S. Mendez 
Markis D. Merrill 
Dawn M. Merritt 
Ashley V. Messimer 
Anna Fidelis W. Miako 
Jordan M. Miles 
Jasmine S. Miller 
Laura L. Miller 
Dieu K. Minton 
Brooklyn L. Mitchell 
Jessica N. Mitchell 
Jessica R. Mitchell 
Miranda M. Mitchum 
Jennifer Mizzell 
Brandie L. Mobbs 
Anthony K. Monroe 
James A. Moore 
Marissa Moore 
Tatiana Mosbey 
Haley L. Mostella 
Jessica W. Moultrie 
Emily C. Muir 
Jennifer N ad 
Kelbi T. Nappier 
Terence Nasulme 
Jamonica Neeley 
Roselyne Nungari 
Sonya L. O'Brien 
Lyle W. Oden 
Alisha Owens 
Nicholas J. Owens 
Stephanie R. Owens 
Ricardo Paitz 
Eric C. Parham 
Hillary S. Parker 
Laura A. Parm 
Andrew T. Parris 
Kelsey Parrish 
Judy K. Partin 
Matthew D. Payne 
Angela M. Peak 
Taylor B. Pearl 
Michael L. Pearson 
Lindsay R. Pease 
Aaron J. Perkins 
Maegan B. Peters 
Chametris C. Peterson 
Alina M. Phillips 
Jonathan L. Phillips 
Princess D. Pippen 
Alex W. Pittman 
Darksline Policard 
Troymaine D. Pope 
Reneta T. Powe 
Cameran B. Powers 
Malcolm L. Prater 
Angel N. Preston 
James C. Price 
Karen S. Prickett 
Maria L. Quebrado 
Latasha D. Ragland 
Meaghanne D. Ramsey 
Dustin G. Ray 
Taylor L. Reid 
Madison A. Rhoads 
Jeffery D. Richards 
Sonya D. Richards 
Caleb D. Richardson 
Katrice Richardson 
Ashley N. Riley 
James P. Riley 
Maegan N. Roberson 
Haley M. Robertson 
Marvel Robinson 
Jennifer M. Rogers 
Jessica T. Ross 
Shyna D. Rowan 
Ashley N. Russell 
Elizabeth M. Russell 
Nakeshia Rutledge 
Brandi J. Sawdy 
Brittnei E. Scott 
Holly J. Scott 
Steven W. Scott 
Jasmine C. Seals 
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Collin T. Searcy Britney M. Truett 
Samantha A. Searels Emily F. Tucker 
Ryan J. Sebra Anthony Urban 
Huston M. Self Jennifer D. Vance 
Andrew J. Shackleford Ashley T. Vaughn 
ZacharyJ.Shadoan Megan E. Vaughn 
Veleta L. Sharp Marcy R. Wagner 
Lacey D. Shaw Angela Waldrop 
Amanda D. Sheets Nicholas V. Walker 
Jasmine L. Shepherd Amanda C. Warner 
Kaitlyn E. Short Felecia D. Warren 
Lucas M. Shreve Katie N. Warren 
Devaunte Sigler Thomas A. Warren 
Bree D. Simpson Brianna E. Warsham 
Brea G. Sims Allie C. Watson 
Major Sims Rachel A. Weatherford 
Brittany N. Sisk Jonathan D. Weinstein 
Melani Sisto Jessica V. Welch 
Deborah L. Smith Adam D. Wells 
Sherrill M. Smith Felipe Wenzel 
Valerie F. Smith Christopher E. Whatley 
Megan L. Sosebee NaDonna Wheelock 
Megan C. Spears Tiffiny J. Whisenhunt 
Raven G. Spence Nick R. White 
Kellie M. St.Clair Jewel S. Williams 
Barry L. Stafford Maribeth C. Williams 
Valerie V. Stanford Rachel M. Williams 
Lexie Stanley Sharniece V. Williams 
Jared A. Starr John M. Williamson 
Parker W. Staton Krystina E. Williamson 
Jesse M. Stevens Kristen N. Willingham 
Jon T. Stone Donovan L. Wilson 
Lena M. Stout Jacquelyn Wilson 
Torrea D. Talton Kyle-Lee T. Wilson 
Amanda Taylor Elizabeth D. Wimberly 
Lacy M. Taylor Raven S. Windham 
Audrey G. Thomas Kayla N. Winkles 
Cleo P. Thomas Christopher V. Wood 
Breana J. Thompson Chelsey J. Woods 
Karen Thompson James T. Woodward 
Keisha L. Thompson Amber N. Works 
Emily A. Tipton Brittany A. Yates 
Amy E. Tomlinson Amber E. Yeager 
Jessica L. Trickett Christie L. Young 
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Doctorate Level 
Michael Ryan 
Graduate Level: 
Kristin Adams 
Nadia Alatoom 
Ronald Barno 
Jessica Beason 
Derek Bergman 
Kalie Bible 
Kristie Birdsong 
Jessica Blount 
Alice Boyer 
Keith Brancheau 
William Brittain 
Paula Bruno 
Courtney Butler 
Ricki Coleman 
Cameron Crowson 
Douglas Danbery 
Amanda Daniel 
Jason Dean 
Brandon Dorsett 
Zachary Elbirt 
Dorian Fernandez-Gonzalez 
Adam Foster 
April Foster 
Christopher Freeman 
Terina Gantt 
Steven Gardner 
Sara Gargus 
Olivia Gaston 
Matthew Glover 
Jenny Goble 
Luke Godleski 
Brandie Green 
William Green 
Kristen Griffith 
Raisa Guasti 
Jessica Hairston 
Bianca Hamilton 
Mikel Hardin 
Michael Harlan 
Amber Harrell 
Cassandra Harris 
Adri Hayes 
Alicia Helton 
Jenniferdawn Hemlock 
Jennia Hendrix 
Allison Hoge 
Emma Hooper 
Sharonda Hunter 
Joyava Jackson 
Debra James 
Jesse Jamison 
Shawn Jamison 
Rayshondra Jiles 
Faron Key 
William King 
Jeremy Kirk 
Katherine Krushinski 
Kelly Lenard 
Shauntae Lewis 
Raphaela Lima 
Dana Mann 
Daniel Marshall 
Cherry Mathis 
David Matson 
Karissa Matthews 
Nathan Mayberry 
Tamaro Mays 
Brandon Mclain 
Kelly Mcmahan 
Brian Mcrae 
Lawanda Mitchell 
Thomas Montgomery 
Whitney Moragne 
Mary Morris 
Jarrad Newberry 
Andrew Oropeza 
Austin Osment 
Holly Painter 
Daniel Pankey 
Amanda Pearson 
Jacob Peek 
Megan Perman 
Adrian Peters 
Jakea Player 
Leonard Price 
Jasmine Prothro 
Mary Reagan 
Dottie Rimpsey 
Deanna Ruiz 
Tanya Sadi 
Khalid Said 
Floyd Sawdy 
Laura Senn 
Hilary Shaw 
Trinity Smith 
Trish Smith 
Jessica Snider 
Katerra Stephenson 
Jessica Studstill 
Shannon Terrell Lucretia Battles 
Stephanie Tidwell Kaycee Battles 
Shannon Titshaw John Bautista 
John Turner Christa Beall 
Dionne Vandiber Bryant Beard 
Christopher Wallace Jacob Bearden 
Dan Wang Alicia Bearden 
Angie Weeks Cody Beck 
Sydney White Madison Beckman 
Philip Williams Mallorie Belyeu 
Michelle Williamson Jared Benedict 
Molly Williamson Aaron Benefield 
Angela Wood Kehon Benson 
Taylor Benson 
Kenneth Bentley 
Undergraduate Level: Dana Benton 
Jordan Bertram 
Jennifer Abee Annie Bettis Walker 
Brian Abernathy Serta Bibbs 
Mary Adamson Taylor Biggs 
Ariel Aguirre Leaustin Billups 
Casey Akenberger Courtney Blake 
David Akin Jasmine Blizzard 
Stephanie Alcott Amy Blount 
Ashley Alexander Kiara Blue 
Britney Allen Joshua Blumenschein 
Kayla Allen Samantha Bohne 
Dana Allen Vanessa Bolden 
Benjamin Amberson Jessica Bolton 
Grace Anbouba Shannon Bolton 
Maria Arend Ashley Bowden 
Casey Arnold Anton Bowen 
Russell Arnold Justin Bowen 
Hollie Arrington Mary Bowen 
Summer Aschenbach Rebecca Bowen 
Cynamon Ash Karen Bowers 
Damon Atkins Tyler Bradford 
Phylicia Austin Paul Bradford 
Olivia Austin Genevieva Bradford 
Molly Averette Charolette Brand 
Aliah Aytch Abby Brasher 
Pamela Badgett Joseph Brasher 
Gena Baker Lucas Briant 
Amanda Ballard Joshua Bridges 
Heather Ballentine Kelsey Bright 
Michael Barber Steven Brimer 
John Barefield Jordan Brock 
Anthony Barge Hope Brown 
Erin Barkwell Kimberly Brown 
John Barnett Courtney Brown 
Emily Barry Tyler Brown 
Timothy Baskins Chelsea Bryan 
Christopher Bates Allison Bryan 
Mary Bryant Kathryn Cooper 
Lacey Buchanon Katelyn Cooper 
John Bullen Kyle Coots 
Christopher Burdette Taylor Coppolino 
Christian Burgess Lora Corbin 
Joanna Burke Julie Corbin 
Molly Burnett Kristy Corder 
Nathaniel Burnham Patrick Cosby 
Temekia Burnhart Justin Cottrell 
Martinas Burns Taylor Couch 
Tykesha Burrell Gerald Courtney 
Janesha Butler Aimee Coutu 
Katlin Buzan Diane Covey 
Liliana Byrd Erin Coward 
Gabrielle Calderone Madison Cox 
Tyler Camp Brittany Cozart 
Alysia Campbell Kassidy Crabtree 
Natasha Campbell Anyce Craig 
Betsy Campbell David Crawford 
Annalyn Caputo Alyssa Crim 
Dusty Carroll Kaelyn Crowe 
Jessica Carter Merissa Crowell 
Jordan Cash Henry Culp 
Oliver Caudell Joshuah Cummings 
Frederick Caver Allie Curl 
Morgan Cawthorne Courtney Curtis 
Jamey Cerka Jeffrey Curvin 
Judah Chafin Samuel Cusimano 
Cathryn Champion Jingtong Dai 
Danny Chandler Jenna Daniels 
Christopher Chappelka Trevor Darnall 
Courtney Charest Alexa Daugherty 
Brittany Cheek Brenda Davenport 
Malawo Chilomo Taneeshian Davis 
Alex Christensen James Davis 
Kennedy Christjohn Camila Dean 
James Chubb Robert Deason 
Taylor Clabo Lawon Debardelaben 
Amanda Clayton Xavier Dekarske 
Savannah Climer Jeniffer Deleon 
Sandra Coats Kristen Dempsey 
Haley Cobb Wendy Dendy 
Sarah Cochran Matthew Dennis 
Meagan Cochran Lydia Dennis 
Lauren Cole Chelsey Dixon 
William Cole Jordyn Doss 
Kristen Collins Carl Dotson 
Christopher Colvard Darren Downey 
Jory Colvin Sarah Downs 
Christopher Conde Misty Drouin 
Stephanie Connell Stephen Duenas 
Stacie Connell Jamila Duncan 
Christine Cook Hannah Dunn 
Rebecca Cook Charles Dupree 
Alaina Durham Oscar Guzman-Cruz 
Judy Eads Chelsea Haggard 
Sierra Edwards Daniel Hall 
Courtney Elders Maci Hall 
Chelsea Elders Justin Hallmark 
Linda Emmanuel Leah Hamil 
Lisa Englade Ashley Hamlin 
Jessica England Haley Haney 
Elizabeth Epperson James Hardeman 
Samuel Estes Erin Hardin 
Cortez·Etchison Natalie Hargrave 
Kaytie Etheredge Dezarae Harper 
Justin Evans Kiona Harris 
Thomas Eyler Schorette Harris 
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